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computing with parallel universes
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to be performed in collaboration between parallel universes." 

"When a quantum factorization engine is factorizing a ʹͷͲ-digit number, the number 
of interfering universes will be of the order of ͳͲହ. This staggeringly large number 
is the reason why Shor's algorithm makes factorization tractable. I said [earlier in the 
book] that the algorithm requires only a few thousand [or maybe a million] 
operations. I meant, of course, a few thousand parallel operations in each universe 
that contributes to the answer. All those computations are performed in parallel, in 
different universes, and share their results through interference."

Quotes from David Deutsch (cofounder of quantum computing)
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quantum mechanics arose from observations

Blackbody radiation problem

Photoelectric effect

Spectral lines
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hacking the universe

Foundations of quantum mechanics: 1900Ƃ1925

Quantum computation: 1980+
(Benioff, Feynman, Manin, Deutsch, Ə)
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all aboard the hype train
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computational efficiency

- Are quantum computers more powerful than classical computers?
- For what problems?
- Near-term prospects for demonstrating this? �ƈUYERXYQ�WYTVIQEG]Ɖ

Questions:
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Computational efficiency

Problem Multiplying two Joo digit numbers
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Problems Primality testing Probabilisticsupremacy
Gien an n digit number say whether

it's prime
Miller Rabin test Randomized
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PS4 can check primality of a

500 digit in a gas
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Argarwal Kayal Saxena 2002
Efficient deterministic alg for primality testy

Problem Factoring n digit numbers
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n digit numbers in steps

Quantum cell phone Solem 500 in Ims
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